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Dear Matthew,
All growth is a leap in the dark, a spontaneous
unpremeditated act without benefit of experience.  Henry
Miller, The Wisdom of the Heart.

For Individuals

For Organizations

Life's Path:
Make A Choice That
Brings You
Happiness

In the mid1980s, a
manufacturing concept
called `kaizen' began to
spread beyond its roots in
Japan and into the West.
`Kaizen' is a Japanese
term, which roughly
translated means
`improvement'. `Kai' means
`change' and `zen,' `good' or `for the better'. It means `continuing
improvement in personal life, home life, social life, and working
life'. Essentially it means continuous improvement, seeking small
improvements through the elimination of waste.
The culture of seeking continuous improvement should
involve everyone from the most senior manager to the most
junior employee. It can help build morale and selfrespect in
workers. The company benefits from a more motivated workforce,
as well as improved financial returns resulting from more efficient
operations. The customer benefits from the improved quality of
product or service.
Action Checklist for Organizational Kaizen

Click the book to read an
excerpt

What does it take to be
successful and achieve
happiness in the 21st
century? The Life's
Path workbook gently
guides you, stepby

Kaizen incorporates a variety of techniques and principles
into the overall culture and philosophy of improvement
improvement as a way of life, rather than the application of
isolated techniques.
1. Develop an understanding of the processes: Quality  Cost
 Delivery
2. Identify corporate objectives. The three most important
elements to creating the spirit of Kaizen are top management
commitment, top management commitment and top management

step, to answering this
question. By following
Dr. Blake's proven
process, you will gain
insight into yourself and
your future. Life's Path:
Make A Choice That
Brings You Happiness
by: Orlando Blake PhD

commitment. Without that commitment, you had better forget the
whole thing.
3. Plan the Kaizen program.
4. Allocate resources.
5. Develop a training plan.
6. Communicate with
employees.

Testimonials
"It was such a pleasure
getting to know both of
you and I continue to
ride on the energy of
inspiration you
sparked!"
 Melaney Seacat
"Superior performance
by the mediator in
trying circumstance."
 Christopher Oberg,
Western University
Health Sciences
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7. Focus training and
development on the 4 P's
of quality: Process Control
 Problem Identification 
Problem Elimination 
Permanence.
8. Set up a suggestion scheme. Involving employees is an
integral part of individualoriented Kaizen.
9. Review. Assess the extent to which a processoriented culture
change has been achieved. Recognize champions and consider
further training as required.
What Does This Mean to You?
I have taken the Kaizen or continuous improvement concepts and
integrated it into the heart of the Leaders Path Institute coaching
program and added one important element that traditional
Kaizen leaves out  Celebrate! It is important to celebrate
achievement by rewarding and recognizing significant milestone
accomplishments along the way.
Here are the key principles in developing your own Personal
Kaizen that will provide you with an edge that will help you grow
and achieve even more than you thought possible:
1. Accept the Situation  accept
the process as a challenge and
allow the personal development
and change process to become
your process.
2. Examine  get all the facts;
obtain data and information about
your situation through assessments
or feedback from trusted and crucial
sources. Pay attention to all your
feelings. Get to know the world as it
is and as you want it to become. Identify the values implicit in your
decisions to conduct personal change. Put them in writing. Use
creative problem solving to uncover new connections.
3. Name  decide what you believe to be the main issues and
focus. Conceptualize and clarify your major goals concerning your

Performance
Improvement. Dr.
Blake has authored of
more than 7 books
covering TQM, Conflict
Resolution, Career and
Personal development,
and Leadership.

desired outcomes. Use all your resources and be vigilant about
searching for information to attain objectives.
4. Generate  generate options for achieving essential goals.
Survey the full range of possible goals. Search out all the ways of
possibly getting to the major goals and identify alternatives.
5. Select  choose from your options. Decide on your program
goals. Check to see if they are clear. You select your possible
ways of getting there, and in collaboration with your personal
stakeholders, determine the best ways to go.
6. Implement  this gives action and physical form to your
selected "best ways." Name Your Change  to Change, to Invent,
to Adventure!
7. Evaluate  to review and plan again. Determine the effects or
consequences as well as the degree of progress that you
designed.
8. Celebrate  celebrate your achievements with an individual
meaningful reward.
Finally, by focusing on your intention and staying in the
process you will achieve the best congruence between:
Your values,
Your goal,
What you really want, and
The methods to get to your best results possible

How do you prefer to influence others? Click the button to
take our free preferred power selfassessment quiz and score
yourself to find out!

To learn how Kaizen can help you achieve your best possible
results, access The Blake Group's free resources section HERE.
Sincerely,

Orlando Blake, PhD, CPT
The Blake Group
Organizational Consulting LLC
520.455.9393 / 877.844.4969
www.blakegroup.com
oeb@blakegroup.com
Find Us on LinkedIn: Join us on LinkedIn today! Daily you
strive to update and transform your career and by joining us on

LinkedIn, we'll help you promote career opportunities and
generate business relationships. We'll also share valuable
information to strengthen your customer relationships and develop
your leadership effectiveness.
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